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npii6pe>KHbie onoJi3HH IOXCHOH qacTH RcutKofipiiTaiiiiii 

PeBH3niieM HeKOTopwx 6oJibiunx onoji3Heň Ha noôcpejKMii IOKHOM qacnf 
BCJIllKOĎpMTaHHH 6bUI0 yCTaHOBJICHO: — YTČCM npeflCTaBJIfllOT HenpOMHMC 
ocaflKH MC3030MCKHX n TpenmHbix nopoA. — OTMenaercfl iiejibiň pa;t npo
ueccoB KaK onoji3HM nopoA, rpa3eBwc noTOKn, rjryôiiHHbie poTannoHHwe 
H TpaHCAfluiiOHHbie onoji3Hn. 3TH npoiicccbi OTiviewaioTca 3PO3MOHHOM no
BepxHOCTbio, niAporeojiorMwecKMMM M reoTexmmecKHMn OCOOCHHOCTHMM 
nopofl M cnenncpHMCCKiiMH CTpaTHrpacpimecKHMH accou,jiau.naMH. 

Coastal Landslides of Southern England 

Some major landslides along the coast of Southern England are revie
wed. The cliffs consist of weak sedimentary rocks of Mesozoic and 
Tertiary age. A variety of processes can be identified including rock falls, 
mudslides, deep rotational and translational slides. These processes are 
determined by wave erosion, the hydrological and geotechnical proper
ties of the rocks, and by particular stratigraphic associations. 

This is a review of the mechanisms of 
major landslides at selected sites along 
the coast of Southern England, from the 
River Thames of north Kent to the River 
Exe in Devon (Fig. 1) . The rocks exposed 
consist of weak sedimentary lithologies 
of Mesozoic and Tertiary age. 

Oversteepening by marine wave erosion 
at the base of the coastal slope is obvious

ly the general , longterm cause of all such 
landslides. However, the variety of cliff 

profiles, rates of erosion, types of land

slide and frequency of their movement 
can be explained by the geotechnical and 
hydrological proper t ies of the rocks in

volved, and by different s t ra t igraphic asso

ciations. The geology of the landsl ides des

cribed is conveniently divided into th ree 
categories: (a) where there is only one 
rock type, (b) where a minor aquifer over

lies mudrocks, and (c) where a major aqui

fer of stronger rock overlies weaker rocks. 
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Fig. 
1 -

1. Geological map showing location of landslides described in text (localities 
ID 

Geological setting 

The lithologies exposed on the coast of 
Southern England consist of porous lime
stones, including chalk, weakly cemented 
sandstones and sands, moderately strong 
mudstones, weak shales and stiff ovorcon-
solidated clays. Their age ranges from Por-
mo-Triassic at the western end of the sec
tion, in Devon, to Lower Tertiary around the 
Hampshire and London Basins (Figs. 1 and 
2). Most of the limestones are of Upper 
Jurassic and Upper Cretaceous age. 
There is a general increase of strength 
with age of the mudrocks and sandstones. 

In most places the structure is very 
simple, with gently dipping or horizontal 
strata related to major open folds of Ter
tiary age. Only minor extensional faulting 
has occurred. The exception to this ge
neral rule is an east-west zone of steep to 
vertically dipping strata along a monocli-

nal flexure, through the Isle of Wight and 
east Dorset (Fig. 1). This fold strongly 
affects the style of coastal morphology in 
these areas but will not be considered 
further in this paper. 

Although the local direction of gentle 
dip may exercise some control on the 
landslide acitivity, the style of landsliding 
within one cliff profile is dominantly de
pendent on lithology and on contrasting 
strengths and permeabilities. 

The ages of the present landslides are 
related to the postglacial rise in sea level, 
since the Pleistocene. It has been esti
mated that sea level was still 35 m below 
its present position about 8000 years ago 
(Fig. 3), with a coastline very different 
from that of today (Fig. 1). Most of the 
large landslides studied began their cur
rent activity when sea level was close to 
its present value, within the last 5000 
years. Indeed, because of the rate of 
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Fig. 2. Relevant parts of the Stratigraphy of 
Southern England 

erosion, most of the landslide features 
seen today are less than a few hundred 
years old. 

Landslides involving one rock type 

Chalk 

The Upper Cretaceous Chalk of England 
is a porous, very finegrained bioclastic 
l imestone. Its mineralogical purity gives it 
a str ikingly white appearance . The Chalk 
is a moderately weak rock, general ly exhibi

ting a closely spaced or thogonal joint pat

tern, parallel and perpendicular to the bed

ding. Consequently this formation has a 
high porosity and hydraul ic conductivity, 
making it an important groundwate raqu i fc r . 

The two significant coastal outcrops of 
gently dipping Chalk, forming the com

plete height of the cliff, a re around Do

ver (Fig. 1, locality 1) and Brighton (lo

cality 2). At these localities t he re a r e 
vertical cliffs of Chalk up to 160 m high, 
which suffer occasional rock falls where 
undercut by wave erosion. The geometry 
of the rock falls is determined by t he 
directions of nearvert ical joints in t he 
rock mass (Fig. 4) . 

Sandstone 

Time before present (years) 

8000 6000 4000 

init iat ion of many 
coasta l landslides 

20 o 

Fig. 3. Relationship between rise of sea 
level and initiation of landsliding 

There are no th ick formations of sand

stone forming cliffs comparable in mag

nitude to the Chalk. However there a re 
lower cliffs composed solely of sands tone 
at a few localities, for example in t he 
Keuper Sandstone (Triassic) of east Devon 
(Fig. 1, locality 3) . This is a red, mode

rately porous, moderate ly s t rong sand

stone with few joints and bedding planes. 
Cliffs up to 20 m in height show vertical 
or overhanging profiles with a wavecut 
notch at the base. Cliff failure occurs by 
vertical slabbing parallel to the face, in 
the absence of suitable natura l joints. 
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wave erosion at sea level 

Fig. 4. Rockfall of Chalk cliff 
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Fig. 6. Destabilisation by undrained loading 

O ver consolidated clay 

Mudrocks const i tute a m a p r proport ion 
of the cliffs of southern England. They 
range from very stiff, overconsolidated 

silty clays to moderately strong, calca
reous mudstones. The London Clay (Ter
t iary) is the most notable example of the 
former, and has been extensively studied 
along its coastal outcrop in nor th Kent 
(Fig. 1, localities 4 and 5] (Hutchinson, 
1965a, 1970, 1983; Hutchinson and Bhan-
dari , 1971; Bromhead, 1978, 1979; Brom-
head and Dixon, 1984). It is a clay of high 
plasticity (liquid limit 90 %; plastic limit 
27 %) and low residual shear s t rength 

( 0 = 1 1 - 1 4 ° ) . 
The cliff profiles in London Clay are up 

to 40 m high with average slope angles 
of 10—20°. Two main processes of failure 
occur, shallow transla t ional mudsliding 
and deep rotat ional landsliding. Mudsli
ding occurs where sufficient water is supp
lied to the exposed clay to soften and 
degrade it. The movement occurs by basal 
and side shear of the weakened debris 
which soon reaches its residual shear 
s t rength. Often an upper feeder mudslide 
provides occasional rapid undrained loa
ding on to the top of a larger lower mud
slide, which temporar i ly destabil ises it by 
increasing the pore pressure (Figs. 5 and 
G). If the overall ra te of mudsl ide move 
nient keeps pace with wave erosion at the 
tee of the slope, then the cliff is protec
ted from overs teepening. If the movement 
does not keep pace with wave erosion, 
perhaps because the ra te of erosion is 
temporar i ly accelerated in a tidal surge 
or storm, overs teepening can result in 
deep rotat ional sliding. The shear surface 
of this rotat ional sliding is approximately 
circular in cross section where the Lon
don Clay extends far enough below sea 
level (Fig. 7 ) . A backti l ted subsided por
tion of the cliff top is commonly observed. 
In a reas where the base of the London 
Clay is reached by the shear surface, a 
non-circular movement occurs causing in
ternal disrupt ion of the slipped mass and 
a graben often develops at the backscarp 
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Fig. 7. Cliff profile in London Clay after 
circular rotational sliding 

Fig. 8. Cliff profile in London Clay after 
non-circular sliding 

conglomerate 
Weat Down Beacon. Bedleigh Sellerton 

(locality 0 on Fig.l) 

Fig. 9. Cliff profile in Permo-Triassic mud-
stone overlain by conglomerate aquifer 

(Fig. 8) . In plan view, the mudsliding 
coast has many semicircular depressions, 
each with its own mudslide system, whe
reas the deeper rotational slides have a lar
ge width compared to their length and are 
often flanked by subsidiary mudslides. 

Much stabilisation of the north Kent 
coast has been performed in the last 20 
years. Surface drainage to stabilise the 
mudslides has to be accompanied by pro
tection of the toe from wave erosion, or ro
tational failure could be induced. Regra-
ding to a stable angle with toe weighting, 
wave protection and surface drainage is ne
cessary to stabilise deep rotational slides. 

Landslides involving a minor aquifer over
lying mudrocks 

Where mudrock cliffs are capped by an 
aquifer, this can provide a greater supply 
of water onto the upper slope and hence 
increase the amount and rate of mudrock 
weather ing and softening to a weaker 
clay. Two strat igraphical ly different exam
ples from southwest England i l lustrate 
this situation. The first landslide is at 
Budleigh Salterton in Devon (Fig. 1, loca
lity 6) . Here 20 m of weakly cemented, 
porous conglomerate or pebble beds (Bun-
ter ) overlie 100 m of slightly calcareous, 
silty mudstone (Littleham Formation) of 
Permo-Triassic age (Kalaugher and Grain
ger, 1981] (Fig. 9) . Groundwater emerges 
from the base of the conglomerate cau
sing minor debris falls of both conglo
merate and mudstone. The mudstone deb
ris degrades to a silty clay matrix of low 
plasticity enclosing fragments of unwea-
thered mudrock and pebbles from the 
conglomerate. A large, thick mudslide has 
developed in front of an embayment in 
the lower cliff. This mudslide moves only 
once or twice a year, reaching velocities 
of 1—2 m/hr for a few hours, on a basal 
shear surface inclined at about 15° to the 
horizontal . The tr iggering mechanism for 
movement is usually a fall of debris onto 
its upper end from higher up the cliff. 
This is a larger and more dynamic exam
ple of the undrained loading experienced 
on the London Clay coast. 
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The second example of this strat igraphic 
ar rangement of lithologies occurs at Black 
Ven, Lyme Regis in West Dorset (Den

ness, 1972; Conway, 1974; Hutchinson, 
1983) (Fig. 1, locality 7). In this case the 
aquifer consists of 45 m of Upper Green

sand (Cretaceous] sands and weak sand

stones, with a thin Gault Clay at its base, 
resting unconformably on Lias (Jurassic) 
weak mtidstones, shales and stiff clays. 
Small rotat ional failures are induced in 
the sands and the clay at its base by 
emerging groundwater . The watersoftened 
debris accumulates on a ledge on top of 
the mudrocks. When sa tura ted it flows and 
slides over a series of steps in the mud

rock cliff profile, eroding and incorpo

rating more clay material (Fig. 10). The

refore a rapid succession of undrained 
loadings of each mudslide occurs in one 
event, leading to very large displacements 
of the lowest mudslide on a very low

angln slope, across the foreshore. The 
steps in this cliff profile are produced by 
slightly stronger calcareous beds within 
the mudrock succession. A similar geolo

gical profile occurs at the neighbouring 
site of Stonebarrow (Brunsden, 1974; 
Brunsden and Jones, 1976), but here wave 
erosion is rapid enough to maintain a 
solid mudrock cliff at the toe (Fig. 11). 

There have been no at tempts to stabili

se any of these examples but drainage of 
the upper aquifer is the most important 
aspect to consider in situations of this 
kind. Smaller cliffs (30 — 37 m high) with 
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the same hydrological contrast occur at 
Christchurch Bay im Hampshire (Fig. 1, 
locality 8), where Pleistocene gravel over

lies Barton Clay (Tertiary) (Barton, 1973; 
Barton et al., 1983; Barton and Coles, 
1984). This clay is more variable than 
the London Clay and a stepped profile 
has resulted, with small rotational slides 
and debris slides developed (Fig. 12). 

Landslides involving a major aquifer of 
s t ronger rock overlying weaker rocks 

The Chalk is underlain by weaker rocks, 
usually weak sandstone, sand or stiff clay. 
Where Chalk outcrops in the upper part 
of a cliff section, and its base is above 
sea level, the association of a thick, rela

tively strong aquifer over weaker, less 
permeable rocks results in landslides of 
different forms. They often occur as large 
and spectacular events separated by long 
periods of quiescence. 

Two contrast ing strat igraphic situations 
are considered, first in the east whe~e 
Gault Clay underl ies the Chalk, and se

condly in the west where weak sandstone 
and fine sand (Upper Greensand) is found 
beneath the Chalk. At Folkestone Warren, 
near Dover in Kent (Fig. 1, locality 9), 
130 m of Chalk overlie 45 m of Gault Clay 
which in turn rests on sandstone (Folke

stone Beds) below sea level (Fig. 13) 
(Hutchinson, 1969; Hutchinson et al., 
1980). A railway t raverses the zone of 
accumulated landslide debris and has been 
dislocated by movements several times, 
the largest event being in 1915 after four 
months of very high rainfall . Several fac

tors contr ibute to the mechanism of mo

vement here . Noncircular multiple rota

tional sliding takes place on surfaces 
which extend through the Gault Clay 
and along its base (Fig. 13). The low re

sidual shear s t rength of the clay (down 
to 0 = 7°), and the pore pressure in the 

underlying sandstone partly control reac

tivation along these surfaces. Groundwa

ter from the Chalk aquifer discharges 
into the landslide mass of chalk debris 
which also ra ises the pore pressure on 
par ts of the shear surfaces. In the 1915 
movement, high pore pressure resulted in 
a react ivated rotat ional slide which in 
turn destabilised the Chalk backscarp. A 
large rock fall from the backscarp pro

Foihaatona Warren 
(locality S an Fig.1) 

Foikaeiona 
B.di (land) 

Fig. 13. Cliff profile in Chalk overlying Gault 
Clay 

Folkettone Warren 
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Folkeaton* Be 

Fig. 14. Cliff profile in Chalk overlying Gault 
Clay where undrained loading occurred 

aubeldence 

liquified .»  .■ 

Fig. 15. Cliff profile in Chalk and Upper 
Greensand overlying Lias mudrocks 
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vided rapid undrained loading which aided 
the 40 m displacement of the slide (Fig. 
14). The shape of the basal shear surface 
means that weight on the toe at beach 
level is another important stability factor. 
Toe erosion and loss of beach gravel have 
been compensated by the installation of 
massive concrete toe weighting. Drainage 
adits have also been provided to reduce 
pore pressures in the slipped mass. A si
milar geological situation has formed a 
landslide zone of the same type on the 
southern coast of the Isle of Wight (Fig. 
1, locality 10) (Hutchinson, 1965b). 

The other example of a landslide in 
this category is near Axmouth in East 
Devon (Fig. 1, locality 11) where 40 m 
of Chalk and sandstone overlie 40 m of 
fine sand (Upper Greensand) and a thin 
Gault Clay resting on Triassic-Jurassic mud
rocks. Several kilometres of coastline are 
subject to frequent landslides (Arber, 
1973; Pitts, 1979, 1981, 1983) but the most 
notable event occurred in 1839 at Bindon, 
again after a very wet year had made the 
water table in the aquifer very high (Pitts, 
1974). The cliff at this point was about 100 
m high with the ground surface and the 
strata dipping gently seawards . The cliff 
profile after the event displayed an enor

mous graben s t ructure inland from a large 
block of ground which had only suffered 
minor displacement (Fig. 15). The fine 
sand in this succession is subject to li
quefaction when disturbed at high pore 
pressure . The reactivation of a rotational 
failure in landslide debris at the sea cliff 
is thought to have allowed forward sliding 
of the Chalk and Greensand on its weak 
mudrock base. This was accompanied by 
liquefaction of the fine sand which per
mitted subsidence of the massive Chalk 
and sandstone into the graben. This land
slide has remained stable for the 150 years 
since it formed. In other places nearby, 
rotational sliding has accompanied the 
subsidence of large blocks into the fine 
sand (Fig. 16J (Grainger et al., 1985) 

Conclusion 

Although marine erosion of the base 
of cliffs in weak rocks maintains an over-
steepened and hence destabilised profile, 
the groundwater hydrology and geotech
nical propert ies of the lithologies present 
determines the size, frequency and shape 
of landslide movements. Rock falls and 
rotat ional sliding character ise the activity 
at the top of these cliffs, forming vertical 
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or steep backscarps. Many weak rocks 
disintegrate with movement and the ad
dition of groundwater . Therefore the lower 
parts of the cliff profiles are gene
rally formed of debris slides or mud
slides, moving on low-angle shear surfa
ces and at their residual shear s t rength. 
If wave erosion at the toe is faster than 
the rate of debris movement downslope, 
a sea cliff is maintained in undisturbed 
strata. If the movement of debris is faster 
than toe erosion, the rock is protected 
from wave action. Stabilisation of coastal 
cliffs to protect cliff-top property from 
landsliding involves a combination of wa
ve protection, toe weighting, regrading to 
a long term stable angle, plus surface and 
subsurface drainage to control pore pres
sures and to reduce the softening of mud
rocks. 
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